
Fred, a competitive firm, produces and sells
snerd edibles.
Edward: draft, November 1, 2018

Fred is the name of the firm, and the name of the female owner

All the characteristics discussed are hypothetical and any connection to any
persons living or dead is purely coincidental.

The purpose of the notes is the introduce you to the theory of a competitive
firm.

A competitive firm is an economic agent whose objective is maximize her
profits producing a good, the price is exogenous to her, and she can sell as much
or as little as she wants at the exogenous market price.

There is a technology for producing her output that requires imputs with
opportunity costs.

Fred is motivated to produce that amount of output that maximizes her
profits.

(Note that this lecture contains a bunch of basic algebra. When you first
work through these notes you might want to concentrate on the words and
graphs before you concentrate on the math.

On the second go, try and understand some of the math; it is only basic algebra.)
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(Note that the math is identical to the math in the other Fred lecture about the
theory of the competitve firm. It is also similar to the math in consumer theory)
Fred thinks she can make money producing snerd edibles. There is a com-

petitive world-market for snerd edibles with thousands of producers and buyers
in Boulder alone.

And if you have seen one snerd edible, you have seen them all: it is a
homogenous product.

Fred has some bags of raw snerd laying around, also a snerd press (what you
need to turn snerd into snerd edibles).
Fred is adverse to working but can hire Lucas (her little brother) at w/hour

to run the press.

Snerd edibles sell for pe each.

The problem for Fred is how many edibles to produce and sell. Or, said
another way, how many hours she should hire Lucas to run the press.

Fred is a competitive firm producing a product (snerd edibles) which she can
sell for pe per unit.

Put simply, I am presenting a theory to explain the behavior of a
competitive firm, the theory as described in KW. I am simply doing
it using Fred as an example of a competitive firm.
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1 Fred, the firm, produces edibles, e , using

three inputs, bags of snerd, s, the press, m,
and Lucas’s labor/time, l, measured in hours.
The letter m is for "machine".

The maximum number of edibles she can produce given the number of bags
of snerd she has, s, and the amount of labor/time, l, Lucas works running the
press(es) can be described by something economists call a production function,
a mathematical function,

e = e(s,m, l)

where e is the maximum number of edibles produced with s bags of snerd,
m presses, and l hours of labor.

This is Fred’s production function. It identifies maximum edible output as
a function of the level of the inputs.
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To keep the probem simple, I will assume Fred inherited her snerd press,
and, for sentimental reasons, will never consider using a different one, or buying
more presses. This means that, for her life, m is a fixed input, m = 1. She got
the press for free and there are no upkeep costs.

For example,1
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e=e(s,1, l)

1 I simply chose a mathematical function that would give me the shape and dimentsions I
thought might reasonalbly approximate the production of edibles.
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The same function from a different angle
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e=e(s,1,l)

Note that if either s = 0 or l = 0, edibles are zero. If Lucas spends zero
time running the press, zero edibles are produced, and if Fred has no snerd to
press, no snerd edibles are produced.

Assume it is the shortrun, meaing Fred has already bought her snerd for the
year. Assume she bought 1 bag, so s is fixed at one unit s = s = 1. In this case
Fred’s production function for the season is2

e = e(s,m, l) = e(s,m, l) = e(1, 1, l) = g(l)

The only thing that she can vary is l, the amount of time she has Lucas
work.

For my example, I am going to assume e = g(l) = 10(l).3)3 . Graphing this
one-input production function.

2Note how I gave the function a new name, "g" when I made m a function of only l.
3This graph represent one slice of the production function taken at s = m− 1.
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Fred’s shortrun production function for edibles

As expected, if l = 0, e = 0
Note that Fred can operate on the red line but also at any point between

the red line and the horizontal axis. (This 2-dimensional area identifies her
production set: all the technically feasible combinations of the input and the
output). It would be foolish (not profit maximizing) for Fred to choose an input
output combination that was not on the red line, but she could

Given the production function I specified, If lucas works for two and a half
hours he produce g(2.5) = 10(2.5).3 = 13. 2 edibles.

And if he works five hours he will produce 10(5).3 = 16. 2. Fred starts off
fast and then quickly gets slower and slower: this is the only way he knows how
to press: start fast, but quickly tire out (the state of technical knowledge for
producing edibles).

His productivity declines as the number of hours he works increases. We
might measure his productivity on the margin as how many more edibles he
produces when he works for one more hour. This is called his marginal produc-
tivity of labor, MP el , in the production of edibles.

How productive is Fred on the margin; that is, what is his marginal product
of labor?
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Looking at the graph of the shortrun production function we see that
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Fred’s shortrun production function for edibles

In the first hour he produces 10 edibles

• 10(1).3 = 10.0

• 10(2).3 = 12. 3 and 12.3− 10 = 2.3, so 2.3 edibles in his second hour.

• 10(3).3 = 13. 9 and 13. 9− 12. 3 = 1. 6 edibles in his third hour

• 10(4).3 = 15. 2 and 15. 2− 13. 9 = 1.3 edibles in his fourth hour.

• 10(5).3 = 16. 2 and 16. 2− 15. 2 = 1 edible in his fifth hour

Fred’s output first hour second hour third hour fourth hour fifth hour
total edibles 10 12. 3 13. 9 15. 2 16. 2
additional edibles 10 2.3 1. 6 1. 3 1

His speed in the fifth hour is 1/10 of his speed in the first hour - after four
hours of pressing, he is really dragging.
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Graphing Fred’s marginal product of labor

MP el (l) =
4e
4l =

dg(l)
dl = .333(l)−.74

Note that MP el (l) has a negative exponent, so declines as l increases
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Fred’s marginal product of labor

As the numbers in the table indicate, and the graph shows, his marginal
product of labor in the production of edibles continuously declines, first rapidly,
then more slowly, but it is never negative (he never stops pressing, but each press
of the press takes longer than the last press.

4The mathematically inclined might note that the marginal product of labor is the deriva-
tive of the production function with respect to labor. That is, how much miles increase when
ski time is increased a bit.
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The marginal product of labor when l = l0 , MP el (l0), is the slope of the
production function at l = l0. It is a measure of how much edible production
will increase if Lucas presses one more hour than l0 hours.
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The marginal product of labor
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2 Lucas does not like pressing snerd: there are
lots of other things to do such as playing video
games. etc.

Because of these other options and because of the competitive market for child
labor, Lucas must be paid $3 an hour; it is the market wage rate, which is
exogenous from Fred’s perspective.

Fred is the boss and Lucas is her one employee.

Can we use the production function for edibles and the fact that Lucas might
be paid $3 an hour to figure out Fred’s cost function for edibles—the minimum
cost to produce e edibles? The cost function will identify the minimum cost
of producign e edibles

Note that $3 an hour is Fred’s only cost in the shortrun. The press was free
and the snerd has already been puchased.

YES, we can determine her costs to produce edibles

her cost function for producing edibles is

c = c = (e, w) = c(e, 3)

where e is the number of edibles he produces and c is the minimum cost, in
dollars, of her producing those e edibles given that the wage rate is $3/hr.

and her production function
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Fred’s shortrun production function for edibles

The cost function will depend on w in per-unit cost of an input and the tech-
nology for producing edibles (represented by the production function.
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As assumed, Fred does not have to pay for anything else.

Let’s see if we can figure out some points on the cost function.
What does it cost her to produce e = 0? If e = 0, c = 0 - it takes no time

to zero edibles.

From above we know that if Lucas works one hour he will produce 10 edibles,
so if e = 10, c = $3.

And if l = 2 then e = 12. 311, and c = $6

I figured out cost function (don’t sweat how I did it).5

Fred’s cost function for edibles is
c = c( e , w) = w(4. 641 6× 10−4) e 10

3

For example, if e = 10 and w = 1,

c = c(10, 1) = 1(4. 641 6×10−4)10 103 = 1.0, recollect that Fred could produce
10 edibles in one hour.

And if w = 3, (4. 641 6× 10−4) e 10
3 3 = .001 392 5× 10−3 e 10

3 = c( e , 3)
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Fred’s cost function for edibles if w=3
5The production function is 10l.3. Derive the cost function by minimizing wl subject to

e = 10l.3. Solve e = 10l.3, Solution is:
{

1
10 000
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3 e
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}
which is how much labor one needs to

product e, so the cost function is w
10 000

10
2
3 e

10
3 = (4. 641 6× 10−4)e

10
3 w
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Note that in this example cost increases at an increasing rate.

Draw a production function on a piece of paper then flip over the graph and
look at it from the other side. You will see the cost function associated with
wage= $1/hr
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What does it cost Fred to produce each additional edible? It
depends on how many edibles he has already produced.

Fred’s marginal cost function, the cost of producing each additional edible,
is6

4c(e,3)
4e = d(3((.1e)

10
3 ))

de =MCe( e ) = .004 7 e
7
3
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Fred’s marginal cost function for edibles when w=3

Marginal cost is the cost of each additional edible. For example, the marginal
cost of producing the fourth edible, is the total cost of producing four edibles
minus the total cost of producing three edibles.

6 I am obtaining the marginal cost function by taking the derivative of the cost function
with respect to miles.
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For example, the marginal cost of the first edible is
3( (.1)

10
3 )− 3( (0)

10
3 ) = $.001 392 5 Fred produces the first edible very quickly

For the second edible it is
3( (.1(2))

10
3 )− 3( (.1(1))

10
3 ) = $.01 3

And for the tenth edible it is
3( (.1(10))

10
3 )− 3( (.1(9))

10
3 ) = $0.89
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3 So, how many hours should Fred hire Lucas?

That is, how many units of output does a competitive firm want to produce to
maximize its profits.

Fred wants to hire Lucas for more hours (producing edibles) as long as she
makes a "profit" on each additional edible produced.

Said another way, Fred want to extend Lucas’s hours as long as the cost for
each additional edible , MCe( e ), is less than what Fred is paid for each edible
(e.g. pe = $1), the constant price at which she can sell her output. In terms of
the graphs, it looks like
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Fred’s marginal benefit/revenue and margl cost functions for miles.

The red line is at $1 her revenue per edible (how much money he gets for
each edible produced and sold). Since price is constant at $1 an edible, Fred’s
total revenue (money he gets from selling edibles) increases by $1 for every
additional edible produced; it is her marginal revenue, MR = pe.7

Fred wants to produce approx. 10 edibles; making more would decrease her
profits. her profits are maximized at the point where price equals marginal
cost pe = $1 =MC( e )

7This is always true for a competitive firm. For the cometitive firm price is exogenous.
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How many edibles would Fred want to produce if they sold for $5 each?
Looks like around 20 edibles
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Fred’s marginal benefit and marg cost functions for edibles.

When she is being paid $1 an edible, her profits are maximized at an output
level of 10 edibles, at $5 an edible her profits are maximized at approx. 20
edibles.
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3.1 Now that we have figured out what Fred should do,

let’s divert for a moment and look at Fred’s costs in
another way.

Let’s look at Fred’s average cost function. Average cost, AC( e , 3) = c(e,3)
e =

.001 392 5e
10
3

e = .001 392 e
7
3 . Average cost is total cost divided by the number of

edibles produced. (Note that I am assuming w = 3.)

Let’s graph Fred’s average cost function for edibles on the same graph as
her marginal cost function for edibles
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Marginal cost function green, average cost purple

Note that, in this example, Fred’s marginal cost function lies above her
average cost function.

If marginal cost is above average cost it pulls average cost up. If, alterna-
tively, marginal cost is below average cost it pulls average cost down.8 Make
sure you understand the distinction between marginal cost and average cost.

Let’s look at Fred’s marginal revenue, what edibles sell for per unit, and
the marginal cost function for edibles, but now with the average cost function
added.

8As long as marginal cost is above average cost, even if it is decreasing, it is pulling average
cost up.
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marginal benefit,marginal cost, and average cost.

The red line corresponds to a price of $1 per edible and the blue line $5
Note that at the point where marginal benefits/revenue equals marginal

costs, average cost is less than marginal cost.
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3.2 The net benefits/profits to Fred can be represented as
in a number of different ways on this graph. Show me
two different area representations of Fred’s maximum
profits from the production of edibles.
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marginal revenue (benefit),marginal cost, and average cost.

Two possible prices are represented on the graph: $5 and $1
The black dashed line identifies average cost when e = 20

If edible sell for $5, Fred’s profits are the rectangle bounded by the blue line
at the top, the black dashed line at the bottom, and the vertical dotted black
line on the right.

But, this rectangle equals the area above the green line and below the blue
line between zero and 20 edibles.
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If edibles sell for $1 each?

Mathematically: If edibles are $1, Fred wants to find the e such that 1 =
MC( e ); that is, where price equals marginal cost. He will find the e where
1 = .004 641 6 e

7
3 , solution is: 10 edibles.

her total benefits (revenue) from producing edibles is then 10($1) = $10.
Total cost to her is average cost at 10 edibles multiplied by 10. Average cost is
AC( e , 3) = .001 392 5 e

7
3 , so average cost at 10 edibles is .001 392 5(10)

7
3 =

0.30, and total cost is 10(0.30) = $3 .

So her net benefits, profits, are 10− 3 = $7.
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Alternatively, if edibles sell for $5 each, Fred wants to find the e such that
5 = MC( e ). he will find the e where 5 = .004 641 6 e

7
3 , Solution is: 19. 9

edibles.

her total benefits (revenue) is then 19.9(5) = $99. 5. Total cost to her is
average cost at 19.9 edibles multiplied by 19.9. Average cost is AC( e , 3) =
.001 392 5 e

7
3 , so average cost at 19.9 edibles is .001 392 5(19.9)

7
3 = $1. 49, and

total cost is 19.9(1.49) = $29. 65 So her net benefits, profits, are 99.5− 29.65 =
$69. 85
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Fred obviously prefers edibles sell for $5 rather than $1

3.3 In KW, short-run average-cost functions are often pre-

sented as U-shaped, not always increasing like Fred’s
short-run average-cost funcitonfor producing edibles.

In the book they look like
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KW: marginal cost green and average cost prple.

Why the difference between Fred’s average cost that is always increasing and
average costs being U-shaped in the book?9

9Note that when marginal cost is below average cost average cost is falling even if marginal
cost is rising.
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3.3.1 One possible answer is Fixed Costs?

Fred, up to this point, has no fixed costs. If Lucas works zero hours there were
no short-run costs: the press is free and Fred bought the snerd earlier.

In KW, the firm incurs a fixed cost even if they produce nothing.

Let’s impose a fixed cost on Fred and see how it affects her average cost
function for producing edibles.

Assume that there are maintenance costs for the press and Fred has a longrun
contract for maintence, $4 every week no matter how much the press is used.
So, Fred now incurs a cost that she must pay no matter how much, or little,
extract is produced. Her cost curves then look like:
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Fred: grn.=mc, magenta=ac, purple=avc, yell.=ave fixed

There are two opposing factors affecting Fred’s average costs: the more
edibles produced the smaller the fixed costs per edible (this factor drives average
costs down - yellow line declines forever)
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And the more edibles produced the slower Lucas becomes: average variable
costs always increase (this factor puhes average costs up).

Initally, the first effect dominates the second effect causing average cost to
fall, but the latter effect eventually dominates the second effect.
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Let exammine how many edibles will be produced and Fred’s profits if edibles
sell of $5 each, as above, but she has to pay the $4 fixed cost.
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Fred: green=mc, magenta=ac, purple=avc, yellow=ave fixed

Does Fred produce more or less edibles than she did when there was no
fixed cost? The profit-maximizing number of edibles remains the same: 19.9
edibles if they sell for $5 each. But her profits decline by $4. In this case the
introduction of a fixed cost did not influence how much she would produce.10

(Someone should make up an exam question on this point. I did)

Note that the profit maximizing competitive firm does not minimize average
costs; profits are not maximized at that point. Could make this a question.

10 If the pe were lower, below, avc at the point where p = mc(e), the firm would lose less
money if they produced nothing. If pe, at the point where pe = mc(e), is greater than avc
but less than ac the firm will produce at pe = mc(e) losiing money, but less money than if
they produced zero output.
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4 Generalize Fred’s production to two variable
inputs (the quasi-longrun): or what Fred "learned"

from Lance Armstrong

why the adjective "quasi"? because there are likely more that two variable inputs in
the longrun

4.1 Fred’s three-input production function

Another input to consider: cans of Red Bull (caffeine will speed Lucas up if the
dosage is not too high).

To keep things simple, consider three inputs, Lucas’s labor l, the fixed
amount of snerd, s = 1, the fixed press, m = 1, and cans of Red Bull, r
poured down Lucas’s throat. So, now there are, in this example, two variable
inputs11 , rather than one.

e = e(s,m, l, r) = e(1, 1, l, r) = g(l, r)

So, it might look like ( e = 10l.3(1 + r.2))12 Don’t sweat the specific mathe-
matical form, but note that if l or r increases, edible /s increase.

11Variable inputs are inputs that the firm is able to vary in quantity in the time period in
quesiton.
12Which is our original produciton function if r = 0.
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Edibles as a function of labor and red bull

Note that Red Bull is not an essential input (Lucas can press the press
without it—that is what I initially assumed).
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The above graph is a little diffi cult to figure out, so let me graph the pro-
duction function for four different amount of Red Bull r = 0, 1 , 2 and 3 cans.
They are as follows:
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Blk=0RB, Red=1Blu=2 Grn=3

Each of these are vertical slices through the production function at different
amount of Reb Bull.
Note how much Red Bull increases Luca’s productivity - better than Coke;

it increases his marginal product of labor at every level of labor. My initial
production function assumed zero cans of Red Bull. (The black line was our
orginal production function.)
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4.2 Fred’s quasi long-run cost function

So now, in addition to the $4Maintenance fee, Fred has to pay for the Reb Bull.

So, Fred’s total costs of producing edibles depends on the number of edibles
produced, e , Lucas’s wage rate, w = $3 and the per-can cost of Red Bull. Let’s
assume Red Bull costs $5/can.

c = c( e , r, 3) = 4 + 5r + (.001 39 e
10
3 )/(1 + r.7)- don’t sweat the math; I

need it to correctly graph the cost functions.13

Note that the 4 is the maintenance cost, and 5 is the cost of a can or Red
Bull, so 5r is the amount of money spend on Red Bull.
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Cost: black=0 RB, red=1, blue=2

Note that each line corresponds to a different amount of RB.
The black cost curve starts at $4; the red at $9 /($4 fixed plus $5 for one Red

Bull), and the blue cost curve start at $14

Red Bull shifts down Fred’s total cost curve for producing edibles even
though he has to pay for the Red Bull.

13The cost function assuming w = 3 and pr = 5 as a function of e and r is simply the
original cost function divided by how much r bumps e, holding l constant, plus fixed costs of
4 and the cost of r which is r multiplied by 5, by assumption.
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4.3 Marginal cost of producing additional edibles if Fred

buys and drinks one Red Bull.

MCe( e , r, 3) = (.004 641 6 e
7
3 )/(1 + r.2) Again, don’t sweat the math.14
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1 Red Bull, marginal cost in red

14The marginal cost function is simply the derivative of the cost function wrt m.
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Assume edibles sell for $5.

4.4

At the profit maximizing pt. pe = 5 =MCe( e ); that is profits are maximized
when price equals marginal cost.

Assume Lucas drinks one can of Red Bull
Solving (.004 6 e

7
3 )/(1 + 1.2) = 5, Solution is: 26. 8 edibles
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1 Red Bull, marginal cost in red

If Lucas drinks one Red Bull, Fred will produce and sell approximately 27
edibles.
One can of Red Bull increases his profit-maximizing number of edibles by

approximately 7 edibles when pe = 5
Wow — good stuff! Did Lance Armstrong drink Red Bull or did he have

something even better.

profits = total revenue - total cost
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1 Red Bull: Fred’s profit as a function of edibles produced

Note that Fred’s profits were approximately $70 when Lucas drank no Red
Bull, and now they are over $80 even though the can of Red Bull cost her $5
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4.5 Marginal cost if Fred buys and makes Lucas drink two

Red Bull. Continue to assume pe = $5

(.004 6e
7
3 )/(1 + 2.2) = 5, Solution is: 27. 66 edibles
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2 cans Red Bull: marginal cost in red

Fred chooses to produce and sell approximately 28 edibles if Lucas drinks
two cans of Red Bull, producing one more edible than if he only drank 1 can.
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Graphically
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2 Red Bull: Fred’s profit as a function of e
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4.6 How many cans should Fred buy to maximize her
profits if Lucas can drink, zero, one, or more cans of
Red Bull?

How many cans would Fred force Lucas to drink?
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profit: purp=0 RB, yl=1, blk 2, rd 3, grn 4, blu 6

Fred wants to buy one can and have Lucas drink it; one can is the profit-
maximizing amount of Red Bull.
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4.7 Distinguishing between the shorter and longer run

In the longer run, Fred gets to choose both the amount of time she will hire
Lucas and the number of Red Bulls Lucas will drink.

In the shorter run, Fred gets to choose the amount of time Lucas will work,
but is constrained to have Lucas drink a certain number of Red Bull. (in my
initial example it was zero cans)

Let’s look at Fred’s average cost curves for zero, one and two cans of Red
Bull
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Av. cost red=3 RB, blue=2,black=1

The longrun average cost curve (not shown) is traced out by the bottom of the
three curves.

The following graph from KW shows, more clearly, the envelope nature of
the long-run average cost curve.
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4.8 Fred’s production function AND her ISOQUANTS

Above we looked at Fred’s production function:

Let’s look at it again.
Consider four inputs, labor l, the fixed amount of equipment, s = 1, m = 1,

and cans of Red Bull, r. There are two variable inputs.

e = e(s,m, l, r) = e(1, 1, l, r) = g(l, r)

So, as above, it might look like ( e = 10l.3(1 + r.2))15

30
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edibles, e

0
00
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2
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red bull
3

1

4
3

4

labor
5

5

Edibles produced as a function of labor and red bull drank

from another angle

15Which is our original produciton function if r = 0.
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Above, we graphed it for Red Bull r = 1 , 2 and 3 cans. They were as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

10

20

30

labor

miles

Production of miles, black=1 Red Bull, blue=2, and red=3 cans

Now Fred wants to slice the production function another way- horizontal
slices rather than vertical slices. Let’s look at all those combinations of l and r
that produce the same maximum number of edibles
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l

Red Bull

Isoquants: 5 e (black), 10 e. (red), 15 e. (blue)

These are called isoquants: "quant" as in "quantity", and "iso" as in "one":
every point on an isoquant corresponds to the same maximum quantity.

Mathematically they are contour lines, the same as indifference curves. (They
are also called level sets.)

Note that a firm can produce a specific quantity without being on the iso-
quant for that quantity. That is, one can be wasteful and use more inputs than
needed.

The isoquants show how Fred can substitute labor for Red Bull in the pro-
duction of edibles.

The slope of these isoquant curves identify the rate at which one input can
be substituted for the other in the production of edibles

The negative of the slope of the isoquant (r on the vertical axis, l on the
horizontal axis) is called the marginal rate of technical substitution of labor for
Red Bull, MRTSlr = −4r4l |4e=0 . This is how much red bull Fred could give
up if he gets another unit of labor, holding edible production constant.

The MRTS is to the production function as the MRS is to the indifference
curve.
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4.9 The utility function is a type of production function

Now rethink the utility function. Think of a utility function as a production
function: one consumes goods to produce utility, just like the firm uses inputs
to produce output.

An isoquant identifies all combinations of inputs that produce the same
maximum output level

An indifference curve identifies all combinations of goods that produce the
same maximum utility level (same output of utility).

The slope of an isoquant identifies the rate at which one input can be substi-
tuted for another holding output constant. It depends completely on the state
of technical knowledge for producing the good.

The slope of an indifference curve identifies the rate at which the individ-
ual will substitute one input for another holding utility constant. It depends
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completely on preferences. Preferences are what determines how an individual
produces utility.
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4.9.1 Profit maximization implies that whatever output level is pro-
duced, it is produced at minimum cost16

Consider Fred in the quasi longrun: she can vary both the amount of labor, l,
and the how much Red Bull Lucas drinks, r.

Imagine Fred chooses to produce 10 edibles.

What combination of l and r will he choose to produce those 10 edibles?

Recollect there her isoquant for producing 10 edibles is

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

l

Red Bull

Isoquants: 10 e. (red)

Or drawing it to a different scale.

16But minimizing the cost of producing whatever amount is produced does not imply that
profits are maximized —the firm might not be producing the profit-maximizing level of output.
This should be a question on an exam. Oh, I think it is.
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Red Bull

Isoquants: 10 e. (red)

Also recollect that Red Bull costs a $5 can and Fred pays Lucas $3 an hour.

Given these input prices, what are the different com-
binations of time and Red Bull that he can buy for $v?

v = wl + prbR = 3l + 5r

identifies all those combination of l and r that cost v dollars.

Solving for r, r = v
5 −

3
5 l

In explanation if the firm, Fred, spends v, on Red Bull, he can buy v/5
units, but, for every hour he works, to hold total expenditures constant, Red
Bull intake must decline by 3/5 units.

This line, r = v
5 −

3
5 l, is called an isocost line ("iso" as in "equal"). It is

just like the consumer’s budget line: indentifying the different com-
binations of stuff that can be purchased for a same (equal) amount
of money.

The slope of the isocost line is the rate at which the market allows the
firm to substitute one input for another

For example, if v = 3, r = 3− 3l and if v = 5, r = 5− 3l. Graphing these
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r

Fred’s isocost lines: v = 8 (blk.), v = 16 (blue), green $4

The slope of each of these lines is − 35 . If Lucas works one more hour, Fred
will have to pay him $3, so have $3 less to buy Red Bull, so have to reduce
Lucas’s consumption of Red Bull by 3/5 of a can if total expenditures remain
constant.

If Fred wants to produce and sell ten edibles, and wants to minimize the
cost of producing those 10 edibles, what combination of labor and Red Bull
should Fred use to produce the 10 edibles?
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l

Red Bull

Isoquants: 10 m. (red) with 4 isocost lines

Black is Fred spending $2, green $1, magenta $0.75 and purple $0.50.

It looks like, given the input prices, the cheapest way for her to crank out 10
edibles is to have Lucas drink only a sip of Red Bull and then work for around 16
minutes (.26 hours). This cheapest way to produce 10 edibles is approximately
$0.95.

Note that at the cost-minimizing input combination, the price ratio of the
two inputs (the minus of the slope of the isocost line) equals the MTRSlr =
−drdl |de=0 in the production of edibles.

Look what happens if the price of Red Bull is $1 rather than $5
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Isoquants: 10 e. (red) with 4 isocost lines

The minimum cost of producing the 10 edibles decreases from approximately
95 cents to 68 cents because Fred now chooses to buy more Red Bull. Lucas
spends less time to press out the 10 edibles. and Fred’s cost-minimizing input
mix changed because the price of RB declined.

The take-home message here is there are lots of ways to skin a cat, and, if
one wants to maximize profits, for the number produced, one wants to choose
the cost-minimizing input combination.
The caption is "Just how many ways are there to skin a cat?"

Since there are often many ways to produce a given amount of something,
the way it will be produced is strongly influenced by the input prices.

So, if input prices vary across time or space, the same output will not always
be produced in the same way: the cost-minimizing way to produce x units of
output will vary with input prices.
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For example, consider two inputs labor, l, and pounds of cow, c in the
production of a meal that consists of a half pound of beef.

Not that the more time that is spent butchering a cow the more meat one
gets from the cow: carefully making sure to recover every scrap of meat)

Draw an isoquant for some specific number of half-pound meals (ven amount
of food production (labor on the horizontal axis, c on the vertical axis.

The minimum cost way of producing one meal (1/2 pound of beef) with
depend on the relative price of labor and live cows w

pc
where w is the price of

labor, the wage rate. − w
pc
is the slope of the isocost line.

If wpc is low (labor is cheap relative to cow) food will produced using a lot of
labor relative to pounds of live cows (labor intensively). This is what you see
in poor developing countries with lots of labor (people) but relatively few cows.

Draw an isocost line e= wl+pcc, where e is money spent producing, implying

c = e
pc
−
(
w
pc

)
l

If wpc is high (labor is expensive relative to cow). Think big steak grilled rare
with a lot of meat waste in processing the cow. Think the U.S. and Argentina.

If w
pc
is low (labor is cheap relative to cows) meals will produced using a lot

of labor relative to cow (labor intensive). This is what you see in countries like
China and Viet Nam, etc. A traditional Chinese meal consists of small pieces
of meat. And the cow was processed with little waste.

Draw graphs with both the isoquant line and some isocost lines.
(labor on the horizontal, cow on the vertical)
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Isoquant for 10 meals with 2 different isocost lines

On your graph draw isocost lines for a country where labor is abundant
relative to cow, and one with more cows than people.

The T.A.s are making up questions on this.
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Consider another example: two inputs, oil and other inputs (insulation,
weather stripping, etc.) in the production of heating your house.

Put oil on the horiztonal axis and insulation of the vertical axis. Draw an
isoquant for heating a fixed-sized house to 70 degrees throughout the winter.
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insulation, etc.

Isoquant for keeping house at 72 degrees

A T.A. should make up a question about this.
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